
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

ITSCI field staff are adaptive, helping to find locally 
appropriate solutions to incidents arising along the supply 
chain. A recent example of this is at Kinyinya mine site in Uvira 
territory, South Kivu province of the Democratic Republic of 
the Congo (DRC).  

In December 2021, ITSCI received an anonymous tip to its 
whistleblower system that a new local administrator called 
the chef de groupement had imposed unofficial taxes on 
mineral production (ITSCI incident number SK-2022-0002-1). 
When the local cooperative’s leadership refused the taxes, 
the incident escalated. An armed self-defence group in 
support of the chef de groupement entered the site, allegedly 
looting and leading to involvement of the Forces armées de la 
République démocratique du Congo (FARDC), or DRC army, 
and the temporary suspension of activities at the site. 

Considering the risks the incident posed to the ITSCI supply 
chain as well as the surrounding community, ITSCI worked 
with the comité local de suivi (CLS – local stakeholder 
committee) to develop an awareness raising and risk 
mitigation strategy. Using lessons learned from similar 
disputes in the past, ITSCI field staff in Uvira drew up an acte 
d’engagement (engagement act).  

 

 
Miners returning to Kinyinya 

 

 

 
                    Artisanal miners back at work at kinyinya sub-sector in April 2022 

 

The agreement was co-authored with the Katagota CLS as 
a framework for conduct at the mine site for artisanal 
miners, SAEMAPE, cooperatives, security forces, and 
state authorities. The acte forbade the self-defence 
groups and any armed parties from entering the site, in 
line with OECD due diligence standards. Stakeholders also 
reached an agreement to distribute customary taxes 
collected from artisanal mining production. Finally, tools 
and other goods looted from the site were returned to 
their original owners. 

In April 2022, the incident was closed as resolved, and 
since then production occurs smoothly at Kinyinya, with 
more miners participating on site. The Katagota CLS is 
continuing to provide support to stakeholders and 
address risks that arise along the supply chain. 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

ITSCI was developed and is managed by the global not-for-profit tin and tantalum industry associations ITA and T.I.C. as an inclusive, sustainable, multi-stakeholder programme. We assist all actors 
in implementing due diligence to create responsible 3T mineral supply chains and benefit from trade, even from high risk areas and our standards are 100% aligned with the OECD guidance. 
ITSCI has a track record of global co-operation and achievement contributing to capacity building, better governance, human rights and stability through monitoring more than 2000 mine 
sites in Burundi, DRC, Rwanda and Uganda, and protecting the livelihood of tens of thousands of miners plus their communities. 
The field activities of ITSCI are implemented through Pact Inc. See more news and information on http://itsci.org 
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Supporting incident resolution in Uvira territory, 
South Kivu 
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c/o ITSCI Secretariat, 3 Curo Park, St Albans, UK, AL2 2DD T: +44 1727 875 544 E: itsci@internationaltin.org 
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